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VIDELIO - HMS, founded in 1983, 
is long known as a company in 
the  Systems Integration industry 
for its innovative solutions in the 
Entertainment & Communication 
Sectors. VIDELIO-HMS provides  
A/V, I.T. and Systems Integration 
for installed applications such as 
theaters, broadcast and 
monitoring centers, meeting 
rooms, hotels, night clubs and 
more. Focusing on customer 
needs and maximising the 
lifelong value of its investments, 
VIDELIO-HMS offers full project 
lifecycle services and assumes 
total responsibility in:
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Consulting & Design

Engineering

Installation

Programming

Managed Services

Service & Maintenance

Repairs and Warranty
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Regional offices

Teams to support you 
on the path to success
VIDELIO includes over 700 staff of 29 different 
nationalities distributed over nearly 30 sites 
throughout the world, who share a common 
objective:

To provide you with cutting edge expertise and 
innovative solutions.

In addition, we can call upon qualified, reliable 
partners, working together on the success of your 
projects



Whatever the nature of your 
project, our teams factor in all the 
parameters of your site and your 
networks in order to design a system 
that is innovative, complete and 
upwardly compatible. Analysis and 
audits, drawing up the technical 
specification, cost requirements, 
architecture sign, project 
management... Our expert’s work 
will allow you to avoid a maximum 
amount of pitfalls when building 
your system. 

Engineering: 
designing your custom-made 
project

System:
your link to success

Services: 
supporting you every day 
and beyond...!

Networks, telecoms, security, audio, 
lighting, video... Our experts assume 
responsibility for the deployment, 
installation and implementation of 
solutions engineered by our design 
offices throughout the world. Overall 
control of your project will ensure 
perfect fulfillment of the design brief, 
in accordance with the technical 
specifications and deadlines.  

Training, hot-line, maintenance, 
delegation of staff, concierge 
service... we can offer you a 
complete range of services so that 
you can optimize your investment 
and focus on your own specialist 
field, free of distractions. 
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With Videlio-HMS, you can count on being supported, 
before the design of your project, during its 
implementation and beyond. Behind your success lies 
the technical expertise and experience of engineers 
and developers who are highly qualified in three 
complementary specialist fields: Engineering, Systems 
and Services. At every moment we are at your side, 
providing professional solutions which improve your 
organization and your performance. 



COMMERCIAL

INSTITUTIONAL

SPORTS

ENTERTAINMENT

HOUSES OF WORSHIP

Every project has its own purpose and 
needs. VIDELIO-HMS designs systems in 
consultation with our clients to meet 
the requirements for each facility. We 
assist you through all phases to get the 
systems up and running on time and 
within your budget. Our highly 
specialized project management team 
focuses on rapid performance and 
professional installation bringing 
together hardware, software, resources 
and logistic elements to guarantee that 
the final product will be in compliance 
with the initial specs.

You can count on us well 
before your project begins... 
and long after





For 30 years, the VIDELIO-HMS teams have been providing solutions that are both innovative and 
interactive, and have been doing so throughout the world. 

Videlio-HMS has been able to build on its experience to develop an unequalled expertise meeting the 
requirements of the numerous constraints imposed by various industries.  Combining functionality with 
performance, VIDELIO-HMS designs, deploys and incorporates turnkey entertainment solutions in 
complete coordination with other on-site activities.

ENGINEERING
DESIGNING YOUR 
CUSTOM-MADE PROJECT
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Whatever the nature of your project, our 
teams factor in all the parameters of 
your site and your networks in order to 
design a system that is innovative, com-
plete and upwardly compatible. Analy-
sis and audits, drawing up the technical 
specification, cost requirements, archi-
tecture sign, project management... 
Our expert’s work will allow you to avoid 
a maximum amount of pitfalls when 
building your system. 

A partner enhancing 
the value of your projects



We create personalized 
solutions for you

VIDELIO-HMS is able to provide each customer with support right 
from consultation phase. Our knowledge of building and design 
environments combined with our excellent understanding of 
the latest technological advancements make VIDELIO-HMS an 
indispensable player in the market for entertainment solutions. 

CONSULTING AND DESIGN
The VIDELIO-HMS design team is a group of creative and 
experienced individuals that understand the complexities of 
interior design, architecture and trade engineering. We 
share the vision of all our clients and translate that vision 
into usuable technology that works for your business. We 
assist you though all phases to get the systems online on 
time and on budget. Our highly specialized project 
management team focuses on performance, 
professionalism, and expedient delivery.

ENGINEERING
The most important aspect of any project is proper 
engineering and documentation delivery. Our 
engineers are specialists in:

The final Construction, Design and Schematic 
documentation created by Videlio-HMS 
engineers are comprehensive and detailed. 



We live in a world of accelerating change where 
visual communication occupies an ever more central 
position. With a finger on the pulse of current and 
future markets, we anticipate, design and offer 
audio/visual solutions and related services to support 
our clients in the development of their internal and 
external communications strategy. 

SYSTEMS
YOUR LINK TO SUCCESS
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Networks, telecoms, security, 
audio, lighting, video... Our 
experts assume responsibility 
for the deployment, installation 
and implementation of solu-
tions engineered by our design 
offices throughout the world. 
Overall control of your project 
will ensure perfect fulfillment of 
the design brief, in accor-
dance with the technical 
specifications and deadlines.  

The guarantee of a 
successful project



A partner enhancing the 
value of your projects

The delivery of every successful project begins with a concept. 
Our design team nurtures this concept and creates tangible 
engineering documentation to distribute amongst stakeholders 
and our project management professionals will continue to 
manage the project throughout its lifespan. As each project 
develops our teams gather in conference rooms, drafting 
tables and in front of computer screens to collaborate on 
each project. We execute disciplined time management so 
that all of our resources are focused on each project 
delivering the highest possible level of customer 
satisfaction.



VIDELIO-HMS provides technical support, 
maintenance, and repairs for A/V and Low Voltage 
equipment. As a preferred partner to the largest 
manufacturers in audio/visual equipment we excel in 
ensuring that you have optimum use of your systems. 
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SERVICES
SUPPORTING YOU 
EVERYDAY AND BEYOND!
Training, hot-line, mainte-
nance, delegation of staff 
and service... we can offer 
you a complete range of 
long-term and short-term 
services so you can optimize 
your investment and focus on 
your business operations, 
free of distractions. 

Focused on your success



Our solutions for 
your creations

MANAGED SERVICES
VIDELIO-HMS has invested in resources to ensure our catalog of 
products and services can manage your systems. We have a 
certified team of experts to monitor and support your systems.  Our 
proactive monitoring approach will check your systems for events 
that require attention then focus on solutions to eliminate the 
problem. In most cases we will find the problems and execute 
the solutions before you even know any problem ever existed.

SERVICES AND MAINTENANCE
VIDELIO-HMS offers several service programs that focus on 
reducing your costs over the long term, reducing your 
system downtime and improving your operations. The 
Maintenance Program provides  detailed maintenance 
schedules. Through a collaborative approach, we work 
with you to decrease wasteful service delivery activities 
without sacrificing performance or quality. The result is 
a mutually beneficial outcome – your costs decrease 
while your satisfaction increases.

REPAIRS
VIDELIO-HMS repair program provides product 
repair support for a wide range of manufacturers. 
We employ a vigorous inspection process to 
ensure no detail has been missed then promptly 
execute the repair solution in order to minimize 
the equipment downtime. 



LINE CARD
Manufacturer

AUDIO 

AKAI
AKG
ALCORN MC BRIDE
ALESIS
ALLEN & HEATH
ANCHOR AUDIO
APHEX SYSTEM
APOGEE SOUND
ASHLY AUDIO
ATLAS SOUND
AUDIOCOM 
AUDIO CONTROL 
AUDIO TECHNICA
AVID
AVIOM
BANG & OLUFSEN
BARIX
BEHRINGER
BEYERDYNAMIC
BIAMP SYSTEMS
BITTREE
BOGEN & NEAR
BOSCH
BOSE

Manufacturer

VIDEO

AJA DIGITAL PROJECTION
ALCORN MCBRIDE 
AMERICAN DJ 
ARRI
AUTOPATCH 
AXIS
BARCO
BLACK MAGIC DESIGN
BOSCH HALL RESEARCH
CANON 
CHRISTIE
CISCO 
COMPREHENSIVE
DAKTRONICS
DA-LITE

BOSTON ACOUSTICS FURMAN 
BSS AUDIO
CLEARCOM
CLOUD
COMMUNITY
COUNTRYMAN
CREST AUDIO
CROWN
D & B AUDIO TECHNIK 
D.A.S
DBX
DENON & MARRANTZ
DIGICO
DIGIDESIGN
DNH 
DPA 
DYNACORD
EAW
ELECTROVOICE
EXTRON
FENDER 
FOSTEX 
FSR 
FULCRUM ACOUSTICS 

GALAXY AUDIO 
HARMAN KARDON

POWERSOFT 
PROCO

HME
INTELIX 
I-PORT
IZ TECHNOLOGY 
JBL
JVC
K-ARRAY
LABGRUPPEN 
L-ACCOUSTICS
LEXICON
LISTEN
MACKIE
MARSHALL AMPLIFICATION
MARTIN
MARTIN AUDIO 
M-AUDIO 
MEYER SOUND
NUMARK
ONE SYSTEMS
PEAVEY MEDIA MATRIX
PIONEER

QSC
RADIOCOM
RANE 
RENKUS-HEINZ
ROLAND
SENNHEISER
SHURE
SONANCE
SONY
SOUNDCRAFT
STANTON
SWITCHCRAFT
SYMETRIX
TANNOY
TC ELECTRONICS
TELEX
TOA
VUE AUDIOTECHNIK
YAMAHA

DRAKE 
DRAPER

LEIGHTRONIX 
LEITCH

ELBEX
ELO
EPSON 
ETL
GEOVISION

HERNIS 
HITACHI
HP
JVC
KALEIDESCAPE 
KRAMER ELECTRONICS 

LG
LIBERTY 
MARSHALL ELECTRONICS 

PHILIPS
PICO MACOM 
ROLAND

MIDAS 
MILESTONE 
MITSUBISHI
MOXA 
NEC
NLE SYSTEMS 
OPPO 
ORION
PANASONIC 
PELCO

SAMSUNG
SANYO
SHARP
SONY
STEWART FILM SCREEN 
TELEMETRICS 
TV ONE 
VER
VIDEOTEC 
VIEWSONIC 
VINGTOR 
WOHLER



Manufacturer

LIGHTING

ACE BACKSTAGE
ACT LIGHTING 
ALCORN MCBRIDE
ALTMAN LIGHTING
AMERICAN DJ
ARRI
AVOLITE
BARCO
BEHRINGER
CHAUVET LIGHTING
CHROMA-Q
CITY THEATRICAL
CLAY PAKY
COLOR KINETICS 
DOUG FLEENOR 
ECUE / TRAXON
ELATION
ELDOLED
ETC
GLP
HIGH END 
HUBBELL
ILUMINARC
JAMES THOMAS 
LE MAITRE

Manufacturer

PA SYSTEM / TALK BACK / CCTV / BROADCAST

360 SYSTEMS
AVID
AXIS
BARRACUDA
BLONDER TONGUE 
BOSCH 
BOSCH SECURITY
CHIEF
CISCO
DNH SPEAKERS 
DYNACORD
ENEO / VIDEOR
ERNITEC 
EVERTZ
FOSTEX
FUJINON
GEOVISION
HAIVISION
HARRIS
HERNIS 
HP
JVC
KRAMER
LEIGHTRONICS

Manufacturer

RIGGING / AUTOMATION / CONTROL 

ACR / HMS TECHNOLOGIES 
ALCORN MC BRIDE
AMX
AUTOPATCH
CRESTRON
DOUG FLEENOR
ECUE / TRAXON 
EXTRON
GALA
LEIGHTRONICS 
LEXICON 
MECHATRONICS
MEDIALON
PATHWAY CONNECTIVITY
RDL

Manufacturer

CABLES / CONNECTORS / ACCESSORIES

APC
BELDEN
BELKIN
BLACKBOX
BTV
C2G
CANARE 
CAROL
CHIEF
DOUG FLEENOR
DRAKE
EATON
FSR
GATOR
GEFEN
HELKAMA

LEE 
LYCIAN
MA-LIGHTING
MARTIN 
MDG
OPTI KINETICS
OSRAM
PATHWAY 
CONNECTIVITY
PROJECTION DESIGN
PULSAR
REEL EFX
ROBE 
ROBERT JULIAT
ROSCO
SEACHANGER
SELECON
STRAND 
SYLVANIA 
TEMPEST LIGHTING 
ULTRATEC
USHIO
VARI-LITE 
WILDFIRE

LEITCH
MAGENTA RESEARCH 
MARSHALL ELECTRONICS
MOXA
MRV
OPTIBASE
PANASONIC 
PELCO
PHILIPS
PRASIDEO
QUINTECH ELECTRONICS
SEATEL
TOA
TV ONE 
VIDEOTEC
VINGTOR 
XORCOM 
 

ROSEBRAND
TOSHIBA

HIRSCHMAN
HOSA
HUBBELL
IDEC
JENSEN
K & M
L-COM
LEVITON
LIBERTY
LINKSYS
LOGITECH
MANFROTTO
MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
MOTOROLA
MOTU 
NETGEAR

NEUTRIK
PANDUIT
PEERLESS
PREMIER MOUNTS 
HARLEQUIN
RDL
ROSCO
RS
SEATEL
SKB
TAPESWITCH
TMB
WESTERN DIGITAL
WHIRLWIND
WIREMOLD



USA

Italy

France 
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